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ABSTRACT
Gross chromosomal rearrangements (including
translocations, deletions, insertions and duplica-
tions) are a hallmark of cancer genomes and of-
ten create oncogenic fusion genes. An obligate
step in the generation of such gross rearrange-
ments is the formation of DNA double-strand breaks
(DSBs). Since the genomic distribution of rear-
rangement breakpoints is non-random, intrinsic cel-
lular factors may predispose certain genomic re-
gions to breakage. Notably, certain DNA sequences
with the potential to fold into secondary struc-
tures [potential non-B DNA structures (PONDS); e.g.
triplexes, quadruplexes, hairpin/cruciforms, Z-DNA
and single-stranded looped-out structures with im-
plications in DNA replication and transcription] can
stimulate the formation of DNA DSBs. Here, we
tested the postulate that these DNA sequences might
be found at, or in close proximity to, rearrange-
ment breakpoints. By analyzing the distribution of
PONDS-forming sequences within ±500 bases of 19
947 translocation and 46 365 sequence-characterized
deletion breakpoints in cancer genomes, we find
significant association between PONDS-forming re-
peats and cancer breakpoints. Specifically, (AT)n,
(GAA)n and (GAAA)n constitute the most frequent re-
peats at translocation breakpoints, whereas A-tracts
occur preferentially at deletion breakpoints. Translo-
cation breakpoints near PONDS-forming repeats also
recur in different individuals and patient tumor sam-
ples. Hence, PONDS-forming sequences represent
an intrinsic risk factor for genomic rearrangements
in cancer genomes.
INTRODUCTION
Genomic instability is a hallmark of most types of cancer
(1). Somatic genetic instability, leading to the generation
of translocations, gross insertions, deletions and duplica-
tions, not only reshapes cancer genomes, but also serves
to create de novo fusion genes whose functions may en-
dow the cell with oncogenic potential and/or support tu-
mor progression (2–5). Well described examples include the
recurrent t(14;18)(q32;q21) translocation in follicular lym-
phoma, which fuses the BCL2 gene on chromosome 18 to
the transcriptional enhancer of the IgH locus on chromo-
some 14 (3,6–8); the t(12;16) and t(12;22) translocations
generating FUS-CHOP and EWS-CHOP fusion genes in
myxoid liposarcoma (9); recurrent MAGI3-AKT3 translo-
cations complemented by MAGI3 hemizygous deletions in
breast cancer, which combine the loss of function of a tumor
suppressor gene (PTEN) with the activation of an onco-
gene (AKT3) (10); gene fusions involving the RAF family
of serine/threonine protein kinases in pediatric low-grade
astrocytomas (11); and a common translocation found in
Burkitt lymphoma, t(8;14)(q24;q32), that fuses MYC with
an immunoglobulin heavy chain (12).
Key to the generation of chromosomal aberrations are
breaks in the continuity of the DNA double helix followed
by error-generating repair processing, which may join two
noncontiguous segments of a chromosome (deletions), in-
sert novel sequences (insertions), or fuse two different chro-
mosomes (translocations) (1,2,13). Interestingly, two major
DNA repair pathways currently known to act upon DNA
double-strand breaks (DSBs): (i) non-homologous end
joining (NHEJ), which is active throughout the cell cycle
and does not require sequence homology; and (ii) homol-
ogous recombination (HR), which is active in S phase and
G2 and uses homologous sequences from sister chromatids
to restore chromosome continuity, are relatively error-free
and appear not to be frequently involved in cancer insta-
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bility (14–17). Indeed, sequence analyses of whole cancer
genomes, detailed characterization of the sequence contexts
at the points ofDSB fusion (referred to as breakpoints), and
the finding that HR is often compromised in cancer cells,
provide mounting support for the idea that somatic chro-
mosomal aberrations involve DNA repair pathways that
playminor or back-up roles in normal cells (15,16,18). Con-
sistent with this notion is the observation that the HR-
deficient genetic signature noted inmany breast cancers cor-
relates strongly with >3 bp insertions and deletions; this,
together with the presence of overlapping microhomologies
at the breakpoints, is inconsistent with NHEJ and points
instead to a role for replication-based mechanisms of DNA
repair (2,18). Two pathways, microhomology-mediated end
joining (MMEJ), also referred to as alternative NHEJ (alt-
NHEJ), and single-strand annealing (SSA) share with HR
the initial steps of end processing and end resection, but di-
verge at subsequent steps and use either minimal (generally
fewer than a dozen bases for MMEJ) or substantial (>30
bases for SSA) homology to complete repair (14,15,18).
Hence, replication fidelity issues appear to play a pivotal
role in cancer-related genomic instability (11), although
tissue-specific mechanisms, such as ectopic V(D)J recombi-
nation in hematologic malignancies, are also involved (19).
Replication forks may stall, resulting in fork collapse, fol-
lowing a number of different insults, such as bulky base
adducts, pre-existing strand breaks, and DNA crosslinks
(2,3,18); indeed, current cancer therapeutics are motivated
in part by targeting replication through crosslinking agents,
topoisomerase inhibitors and high-dose radiation. How-
ever, other mechanisms that lead to replication arrest have
recently emerged, including head-on collision with tran-
scription and unresolved DNA secondary structures, com-
monly referred to as non-B DNA (16,20–23). The possibil-
ity that non-B DNA can form in chromosomal DNA, fur-
ther block replication and cause genomic instability in can-
cer is particularly intriguing for many reasons. First, sev-
eral types of potential non-B DNA structure (PONDS)-
forming sequence are mutagenic, resulting in DSBs that
are then processed into large-scale deletions, rearrange-
ments and translocations (23–28). Second, the sequences
in the human genome that can fold into PONDS, such
as quadruplexes, triplexes (or H-DNA), hairpin/cruciform,
slipped conformations and left-handed Z-DNA, number
in the hundreds of thousands (29). Third, an increasing
number of hereditary neurological diseases are linked to
DNA repeats that expand in length following their fold-
ing into PONDS, which then represent aberrant substrates
for DNA repair factors (30–32); likewise, PONDS-forming
repeats have been associated not only with nonsense and
missensemutations but alsomicroinsertions andmicrodele-
tions causing human inherited disease (33). Fourth, seg-
ments of the genome that are known to be hotspots for ge-
nomic rearrangements in cancer genomes, such as common
fragile sites, harbor an unusually high density of PONDS-
forming sequences (34–39). Indeed, a physical association
between the location of rearrangement breakpoints and the
occurrence of PONDS-forming repeats has been suggested
(9,27,40–44). However, the lack of well-defined criteria for
the identification of PONDS-forming repeats, coupled with
the absence not only of large sets of genome-wide data with
single base-pair resolution for the breakpoint positions but
also matching sets of appropriate controls, have until now
hampered a robust objective assessment of the role of non-B
DNA in genomic instability in cancer.
Herein, we report an unbiased analysis in which we
compare the physical distance of two distinct sets of
∼20 000 control genomic positions, ∼20 000 transloca-
tion breakpoints and∼46 000 deletion breakpoints mapped
at single base-pair resolution in human cancer genomes
with the occurrence (within ±500 bases of the break-
points) of five types of PONDS-forming repeats (direct
repeats, inverted repeats, homo(purine•pyrimidine) tracts
withmirror repeat symmetry, alternating purine-pyrimidine
runs, and G-quartets), which may form slipped structures,
hairpin/cruciforms, triplex (H-DNA), left-handed Z-DNA,
and quadruplex DNA (G4-DNA), respectively. Strikingly,
we show that for all types of repeat, the aggregate num-
ber of bases peaks exactly at the breakpoint positions for
translocations and deletions, decreasing with distance from
the breakpoints. Statistical analyses reveal a strong correla-
tion between PONDS-forming repeats and rearrangement
breakpoints, particularly for translocations. Specific types
of sequence combinations, such as AT-rich inverted repeats
and homo(purine•pyrimidine) tri- and tetra-nucleotides oc-
cur most often at translocation breakpoints, whereas A-
tracts are most strongly associated with deletion break-
points. The association between PONDS-forming repeats
and breakpoints observed here is further supported by
the observation that rearrangements tend to recur at near-
identical genomic positions in different patient and tumor
samples. These data provide compelling support for the no-
tion that sequences with the potential to fold into non-B
DNA structures merit attention as an intrinsic risk factor
for the occurrence of translocations and deletions in cancer
genomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Datasets
The dataset of translocation and deletion breakpoint co-
ordinates in cancer genomes was obtained from the Cat-
alogue Of Somatic Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC) at
http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/) (file CosmicStructEx-
port v70 100814.tsv). A first control dataset (Contr1) of
simulated genomic breakpoint positions was built using
SAMtools (http://samtools.sourceforge.net). A second con-
trol dataset (Contr2) comprised all genomic coordinates lo-
cated 3000 bp upstream from the translocation breakpoint
coordinates. The list of L1 retrotransposons was down-
loaded from the European database of L1-HS retrotrans-
poson insertions in humans (euL1db) at http://eul1db.unice.
fr/db/ (file ReferenceL1HS.txt). The dataset of microRNA
gene coordinates was downloaded from miRBase, the mi-
croRNA database at http://mirbase.smith.man.ac.uk (file
hsa.gff3).
Repeat searches
The sequences of genomic intervals (1-kb bins) centered
at the translocation, deletion or control (Contr1 and
Contr2) breakpoint coordinates were retrieved from the
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hg19.2bit file using the utility twoBitToFa from http:
//hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/linux.x86 64/. When
needed, as with the mir gene list, genomic coordinates were
transformed from one assembly to another with liftOver.
Any bin containing undefined bases (N) was excluded
from subsequent analysis. PONDS-forming repeats were
obtained using custom scripts (bash, gawk and C++) us-
ing the criteria listed in Table 1. To avoid retrieving overlap-
ping strings of different lengths, motif searches started from
the upper bound lengths, breaking the loops after a hit was
found and relocating the searches at the end of substrings.
Only uninterrupted motifs were sought. All work was per-
formed on Linux clusters at the Texas Advanced Comput-
ing Center (https://www.tacc.utexas.edu).
Statistics
To perform statistical tests, we linked our C++ codes to
the BOOST libraries (http://www.boost.org). When assum-
ing unequal variance for the data, the two-sample Stu-
dent’s t-test implemented a Welch-Satterthwaite approxi-
mation, which affords real number degrees-of-freedom pa-
rameters, and hence high accuracy. For curve fitting, we
used SigmaPlot12 (http://www.sigmaplot.com). The pro-
gram Circos was obtained from http://circos.ca; Perl mod-
ules were downloaded from CPAN at http://search.cpan.
org.
RESULTS
Translocation and deletion breakpoints occur near PONDS-
forming repeats
A primary goal of this work was to robustly ascertain
whether DNA strand breaks leading to translocations
and deletions in cancer genomes occur preferentially at
sites that are capable of adopting alternative DNA struc-
tures; such structures are known to be formed by sev-
eral types of repeating sequence (broadly termed PONDS-
forming repeats). These include tandem repeats, inverted re-
peats, homopurine•homopyrimidine runs with mirror re-
peat symmetry, four or more GGG repeats separated by
a ‘spacer’ of 1–7 bases, and alternating purine-pyrimidine
tracts; these elements may give rise to slipped single-
stranded loops, cruciforms, triplex DNA, quadruplex and
left-handed Z-DNA structures, respectively. We applied
defined criteria (Table 1 and Materials and Methods) to
search for uninterrupted PONDS-forming repeats of spe-
cific length ranges occurring within ±500 bases of 19 947
translocation and 46 365 deletion breakpoints in cancer
genomes derived from the COSMIC dataset. We then com-
pared the results with those obtained from two sets of con-
trols: a dataset comprising 20 282 randomly generated ge-
nomic positions (Contr1) and a dataset of 19 935 positions
(Contr2), each located 3-kb upstream from its correspond-
ing translocation breakpoint, which would capture any re-
gional bias in sequence context in which these rearrange-
ments took place. This bias might for example include a
higher GC content at translocations than the genome-wide
average (see below). The distribution of translocation (and
deletion) breakpoints did not however display a preference
for gene regions relative to Contr1 (Supplementary Figure
S1A), implying underlying stochastic mechanisms for their
occurrence, undetectable levels of selection genome-wide,
and a high likelihood that many of these lesions represent
passenger mutations.
The number of repeats per kb (repeat density) in the 1-
kb bins varied by ∼10-fold, from 0.1/kb for G4-DNA and
Z-DNA, to >1/kb for H-DNA and IR (Table 1). However,
the density of both individual repeat types and their sum fol-
lowed a consistent trend, being at their highest near translo-
cation breakpoints (3.27/kb), lower near deletion break-
points (2.95/kb) and at their lowest (2.77/kb and 2.84/kb)
in the controls (Table 1). Although accurate statistical anal-
yses were confounded by the fact that most sequences pop-
ulated multiple repeat types [e.g. (GGAA)n is both a DR-
forming and an H-DNA-forming motif], these results sug-
gested that both translocation and deletion breakpoints
tend to occur near PONDS-forming repeats.
Repeats associatemore strongly with translocations thanwith
deletions
Next, we assessed the distribution of PONDS-forming mo-
tifs with respect to the controls, near translocation and dele-
tion breakpoints by computing the total number of bases
belonging to each type of repeat within the range −500
to +500 bp from the breakpoint positions (Figure 1A; 1-
kb bin), and comparing these distributions after normal-
ization. Visual inspection of the graphs (Figure 1B–F and
Supplementary Figure S1B–F) revealed that the number
of repeats was highest for the translocation breakpoint-
containing bins for all five types of PONDS-forming re-
peats, and that in all cases repeat numbers peaked pre-
cisely at the breakpoint position. A similar trend, albeit
less pronounced, was evident for the deletion breakpoint-
containing bins, whereas for the controls the number of re-
peats oscillated monotonically around average values. For
translocations, the peak area was broad for H-DNA, DR
and IR (Figure 1B-D), extending approximately from−200
to +200; it was very sharp for Z-DNA (approximately −50
to +50, Figure 1F) and least well defined for G4-DNA (Fig-
ure 1E). Thus, with the exception of IR, for which both the
abundance and peak area of the repeats were similar for
translocations and deletions, PONDS-forming repeats are
frequently found exactly at, or in close proximity to (±200
bp), translocation breakpoints in cancer genomes.
To determine whether the associations of PONDS-
forming repeats with translocation and deletion break-
points were statistically significant, we applied Student’s t-
tests, assuming unequal variance for the data. Since the
numbers of PONDS-forming repeats peaked at the break-
point sites and fell sharply toward the edges of the range
(i.e. close to ±-500), the data were compared separately for
three distinct sections of the graphs: left, from positions
−500 to −167; middle, from positions −166 to +166; and
right, from positions +167 to +500 (Figure 1A). P-values
were ranked and corrected for multiple testing to determine
the threshold of significance (Supplementary Table S1A).
The comparisons between left (or right) andmiddle sections
were strongly affected by end-effects, which gave rise to P-
values of up to 5.2 × 10−10 (for H-DNA repeats in the con-
trol dataset; Supplementary Table S1A). We therefore lim-
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Table 1. Density of PONDS-forming repeats
Repeat type Length (bp) Spacer (bp) Contr1 (n/kb) Contr2 (n/kb) Trans (n/kb) Delet (n/kb)
DR 3 – 100 0 0.2483 0.2678 0.3446 0.2766
IR 7 – 30 0 – 7 1.0639 1.0381 1.2008 1.1944
H-DNA 6 – 50 0 – 7 1.2274 1.2704 1.4444 1.2288
G4-DNA 15 – 90 1 – 7 0.1234 0.1457 0.1576 0.1316
Z-DNA 10 – 120 0 0.1120 0.1162 0.1239 0.1221
Sum 2.7750 2.8382 3.2713 2.9535
DR, direct repeats; IR, inverted repeats; H-DNA, triplex-forming homopurine•homopyrimidine runs with mirror repeat symmetry; G4-DNA, G-quartet-
forming sequences of ≥4 runs of GGG each separated by 1–7 bases, but excluding homoG•homoC runs; Z-DNA, alternating purine-pyrimidine motifs
(pure or mixed A-C, G-C, G-T runs). Length, min and max lengths of repeats. For DR, length refers to the length of each unit, for IR and H-DNA it
signifies the length of each of the two stems, for G4-DNA it indicates the total length of a tract including spacer sequences between the G runs, and for
Z-DNA it includes the total number of bases. For DR, the minimum number of repeat units was set to 5. Spacer, number of bases separating two units.
Contr1, 1-kb bins flanking 20 222 randomly generated genomic coordinates; Contr2, 1-kb bins flanking 19 935 genomic coordinates, each located 3000
bp upstream (lower genomic coordinate; N-containing bins were excluded) of their respective translocation breakpoints; Trans, 1-kb bins flanking 19 947
translocation breakpoints; Delet, 1-kb bins flanking 46 365 deletion breakpoints; n/kb, density of motifs in number per kb; Sum, sum of all densities.
Figure 1. Translocation and deletion breakpoints occur near PONDS-forming motifs. (A) Schematic of a 1 kb-bin showing the breakpoint at position 0
and three sections: left from−500 to−177;middle from−176 to 176; and right from 177 to 500. (B) Number of DNA triplex-forming repeats (H-DNA) for
10 000 bins found near translocation (red), deletion (green) and Contr1 (black) breakpoints. (C) Same as in B, but for cruciform-forming inverted repeats
(IR). (D) Same as in B, but for loop DNA-forming tandem repeats (DR). (E) Same as in B, but for quadruplex-forming repeats (G4-DNA). (F) Same as in
B, but for left-handed DNA-forming repeats (Z-DNA). Numbers refers to the counts of bases belonging to each repeat type at every position; for H-DNA
and IR, any bases separating a pair of repeats were excluded from the count.
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ited the analyses to the middle sections, which contained
the breakpoint sites and therefore may be the most relevant
from a biological standpoint.
P-values derived from comparisons between transloca-
tions and controls were significant for all five types of
PONDS-forming repeats, and spanned more than 175 or-
ders of magnitude, being most pronounced for IR (3.8 ×
10−179 and 1.4 × 10−180) the strongest associations of all
comparisons), H-DNA (1.4× 10−142 and 4.9× 10−146), DR
(6.1× 10−107 and 4.2× 10−100), G4-DNA (1.6× 10−107 and
3.9 × 10−39), but weakest for Z-DNA (1.1 × 10−5 and 1.6
× 10−13) (Table 2). For deletions versus Contr1, P-values
were significant for four distinct repeat types, viz. IR, where
the significance level was most pronounced (1.5 × 10−147),
DR (7.8 × 10−116), G4-DNA (8.8 × 10−27) and H-DNA
(9.7 × 10−11), but were not significant for Z-DNA (Table
2). P-values were also significant for all five repeat types
between translocations and deletions, as expected from the
fact that more repeats were found near translocation break-
points than deletion breakpoints (Figure 1B-F).
The H-DNA motifs were characterized by a more fre-
quent occurrence of long tracts within translocation bins
than within control and deletion bins (Figure 2A; P-values
from t-tests on log-log linear regression slopes: 0.0012 for
translocations versus controls; 0.0021 for translocations
versus deletions; cf. 0.36 for deletions versus controls),
whereas the density distribution of DR within bins was
greater in the sequence contexts of translocations (break-
points and Contr2) than for deletion and Contr1 bins (Fig-
ure 2B; P-values from t-tests on log-normal linear regres-
sion initial (x-axis from 1 to 6) slopes: 0.0023 for transloca-
tions versus Contr1; 0.0007 for translocations versus dele-
tions; cf. 0.13 for deletions versusContr1). These data estab-
lish that all types of PONDS-forming repeat are associated
with the occurrence, in their immediate vicinity, of translo-
cation events in cancer genomes. A weaker but still signifi-
cant association also exists between 4/5 types of PONDS-
forming repeat (IR, DR, H-DNA and G4-DNA) and dele-
tion junctions.
Repeat type supersedes genome-wide dependencies on GC
content
The fraction of G+C bp (GC content) along genomic DNA
deviates from the average near chromosomal rearrange-
ments in cancer genomes, being higher at translocation sites
and lower at sites of deletion (45–48), although complex co-
dependencies with other genomic features, such as replica-
tion timing, transcription, cytosine methylation, and DNA
repair processing have been noted (49). We assessed the av-
erage GC content at each position along the 1-kb bins (Fig-
ure 1A) for translocation, deletion and Contr1 breakpoints,
both for the full COSMIC dataset and for the PONDS-
forming repeats within the 1-kb bins. For the full dataset,
the average GC content was consistently higher for translo-
cations (0.415 ± 0.004; mean ± SD) than for deletions
(0.409 ± 0.002) or Contr1 (0.408 ± 0.004), with P-values
of 1.0 × 10−138, 2.6 × 10−130 and 2.0 × 10−89 relative to
Contr1 for the right, left and middle sections (Figure 1A),
respectively (Figure 3A, Table 3 and Supplementary Figure
S1B). Hence, we find that translocations in cancer genomes
Figure 2. Translocation breakpoints occur near long H-DNA-forming
and closely-spaced DR-forming tracts. (A) Length distribution of R•Y
mirror repeat tracts in 1-kb bins containing translocation (red), deletion
(green), Contr1 (black) and Contr2 (gray) breakpoints. Length refers to
the number of bp in each of the twomirror repeats, not including the inter-
vening sequences separating them. (B) Distribution of the number of DR
tracts in the 1-kb bins (density) for translocation (red), deletion (green),
Contr1 (black) and Contr2 (gray) breakpoints.
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Table 2. P-values for middle sections
Rank Trans vs. Contr1 Trans vs. Contr2 Delet vs. Contr1 Trans vs. Delet
Repeat P-value Repeat P-value Repeat P-value Repeat P-value
1 IR 3.8E−179 IR 1.4E−180 IR 1.5E−147 H-DNA 1.9E−137
2 H-DNA 1.4E−142 H-DNA 4.9E−146 DR 7.8E−116 G4-DNA 4.0E−074
3 G4-DNA 1.6E−107 DR 4.2E−100 G4-DNA 8.8E−027 DR 6.6E−058
4 DR 6.1E−107 G4-DNA 3.9E−037 H-DNA 9.7E−011 IR 1.1E−018
5 Z-DNA 1.1E−005 Z-DNA 1.6E−013 Z-DNA 7.3E−002 Z-DNA 3.2E−002
P-values of Student’s t-tests for differences in the number of PONDS-forming repeats in the middle sections of translocation, deletion, Contr1 and Contr2
breakpoints after Bonferroni correction for n multiple testing (n = 20 000).
Figure 3. GC content is repeat-type specific and can vary substantially at translocation and deletion breakpoints. (A) Average GC content at each position
along 1-kb bins and running average of the data using 0.100 of sampling proportions for the full COSMIC dataset of translocation (red) and deletion
(green) breakpoints and for the Contr1 dataset (black). (B) Average GC content for H-DNA repeats (any sequence separating two mirror repeats was not
included) at every position along 1-kb bins and running average of the data using 0.100 of sampling proportions. (C) Same as in B, but for IR (any sequence
separating two IR sequences was not included). (D) Same as in B, but for DR. (E) Same as in B, but for G4-DNA. (F) Same as in B, but for Z-DNA.
tend to occur within GC-rich regions, thereby supporting
and extending previous observations (45–48).
For H-DNA, IR and DR, the GC content was lower
(∼0.12–0.28) than average, irrespective of whether they
flanked translocation, deletion or Contr1 breakpoints,
whereas for G4-DNA and Z-DNA it was higher (∼0.78 and
∼0.54, respectively). Surprisingly, for the low GC content
repeats, significant changes were noted at the breakpoint
sites for both translocations and deletions. For example, the
GC content for IR fell by almost 0.1 unit at the transloca-
tion breakpoint positions relative to the flanking positions,
with mean running-average values decreasing from 0.281 ±
0.028 to 0.219 ± 0.025 when proceeding from the left to
the middle sections. These differences cannot be explained
by end-effects alone, since the P-values between transloca-
tions and controls (which are expected to cancel out end-
effects) strengthened from non-significant or barely signifi-
cant (0.0028) to 8.1 × 10−133 when shifting from the left (or
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Table 3. Selected statistics on GC content for middle sections
Type Pair Means SD P-value
Total Trans Contr1 0.415 0.408 0.004 0.004 2.0E−089
IR Trans Contr1 0.219 0.282 0.025 0.026 8.1E−133
DR Trans Contr1 0.222 0.161 0.030 0.031 4.3E−099
H-DNA Trans Delet 0.272 0.232 0.022 0.024 1.0E−077
Means, SD and P-values of Student’s t-tests after Bonferroni correction for GC content of the most significant differences between translocations (Trans),
deletions (Delet) and controls (Contr1) for the middle sections of 1-kb bins for the full COSMIC dataset (Total) and the IR, DR, and H-DNA PONDS-
forming repeats.
right) to the middle sections (Table 3 and Supplementary
Table S1B).
For DR, the GC content at translocations increased
steadily as it approached the breakpoints from either the
left or right sections, with mean running-average values of
0.1667 ± 0.043 for the left section, 0.173 ± 0.034 for the
right section, and 0.222 ± 0.030 for the middle section.
Again, the difference between translocations and Contr1
(0.161± 0.031) increased from non-significant to highly sig-
nificant (P-value 4.3 × 10−99) when moving from the flank-
ing to the middle sections (Table 3 and Supplementary Ta-
ble S1B). Finally, for H-DNA, the GC content at translo-
cation and deletion breakpoints displayed a contrasting
trend, peaking at the breakpoint positions for transloca-
tions (mean running-average for sections: left, 0.245 ±
0.027; right, 0.257 ± 0.032; middle, 0.272 ± 0.022) but
reaching the lowest points at the breakpoint positions for
deletions (left, 0.246 ± 0.019; right, 0.249 ± 0.020; mid-
dle, 0.231± 0.024), thereby yielding amarked difference be-
tween the two middle sections (P-value 1.0 × 10−77, Table
3). As noted for G4-DNA and Z-DNA, differences between
sections were not evident, and there were no differences in
GC content between translocations, deletions and Contr1
(Figure 2). We conclude that in cancer genomes, PONDS-
forming repeats override the association of translocations
with high-GC content genome-wide, and instead set new
dependencies that not only apply to both translocations and
deletions but are also repeat-specific.
Culprit repeats
The results depicted in Figure 3 suggested that specific
DNA sequence combinations might be found near translo-
cation and deletion breakpoints (i.e. in the middle sections),
which are expected to elicit genomic rearrangements with
the highest frequencies. Thus, we examined the most fre-
quently occurring repeats (top ten) for each repeat type.
For IR at translocations, the middle section was charac-
terized by an unusually high number (9/10) of (AT)n din-
ucleotide repeats, relative to the left (4/10) and right (5/10)
sections (Figure 4A), which together comprised 16.1% of all
IR, compared to 3.8% (P < 0.001; alpha power at 0.05 =
1.000; z-test) for the left and 6.2% (P < 0.001; alpha power
at 0.05 = 1.000; z-test) for the right sections. This result co-
incides with the sharp fall in GC content at IR transloca-
tion breakpoints (Figure 3C), and suggests that (AT)n din-
ucleotide repeats could be potent inducers of translocation.
Consistent with this postulate, a comparison of all IR se-
quences between translocations and Contr1 revealed that
IR stems with no C•G bp [i.e. (AT)n dinucleotides] were
vastly overrepresented within the middle section of translo-
cations at the expense of stems with 1–6 C•G bp (Figure
4B and Supplementary Figure S2A). Additional analyses of
microRNA genes genome-wide, which are known to com-
prise imperfect IR motifs, revealed no noticeable associa-
tion with translocation breakpoints. Hence, we conclude
that AT-rich IR play a particularly prominent role in induc-
ing translocations in cancer genomes.
For DR, A-tracts represented all of the top 10 sequences
in 7/9 sections (three for translocations; three for deletions
and two for Contr1) and 9/10 sequences in the remaining
2/9 sections. However, the combined fraction (relative to all
DR in the corresponding section) was lowest (38.6%) in the
middle section of translocations (range 53.0–59.4% for all
other sections; P-value of 4.79 × 10−8, 1-sample Student’s
t-test), again consistent with the sharp increase in GC con-
tent observed in this region (Figure 3D). The most abun-
dant A-tracts [(A•T)15, (A•T)20 and (A•T)18] were also the
most underrepresented (Figure 4C); A-tract underrepresen-
tation in the translocation middle section was compensated
for by an increase in other microsatellites, particularly tetra-
nucleotides (Figure 4D and Supplementary Figure S2B).
Thus, of all DR, A-tracts appear to be the weakest induc-
ers of translocation in cancer genomes. For the di-, tri-
and tetra-nucleotide repeats, the fractions of those whose
sequence composition only contained (G|A)•(T|C) bp (i.e.
R•Y tracts capable of triplex formation), were also high-
est in the middle section of translocations (Figure 4E, Sup-
plementary Figure S2C and S2D). Furthermore, among
the R•Y-containing DR (for the combined tri- and tetra-
nucleotides), the fraction of A-rich sequences, i.e. (GAA)n
and (GAAA)n, was also at its highest in the middle sec-
tion of translocations: 0.74 versus 0.39–0.62 for the other
sections (P-value of 1.25 × 10−4, one-sample Student’s t-
test). Indeed, 197.5/10,000 bins (394 total) (GAA)n and
(GAAA)n-containing DR were found in the middle section
of translocations as compared to 38.6 ± 2.1 for the left
and right sections, 24.1 ± 5.7 for Contr1 and 19.1 ± 3.3
for deletions (P-values of ∼1.90 × 10−10; one-sample Stu-
dent’s t-test). These data provide compelling support for the
contention that (GAA)n and (GAAA)n-containing DR are
triggers of translocation in cancer genomes, and that the
guanine within the otherwise monotonic A-stretches (i.e.
(GAA)n and (GAAA)n) plays a key (and indispensable) role
in conferring such potency.
ForH-DNA, the characteristic decrease inGC content in
the middle section of deletions (Figure 3B) was consistent
with an enriched fraction ofR•Y stems comprising shortA-
tracts (0.37 versus 0.33± 0.02 for the other eight sections;P-
value 3.53 × 10−4, one-sample Student’s t-test; Supplemen-
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Figure 4. Specific sequence combinations are strongly associated with translocation and deletion breakpoints. (A) Top ten IR sequences most frequently
found near translocation breakpoints. Bars, fractions relative to all IR present in the respective sections, left, middle and right. Color distinguishes be-
tween mixed-type sequences (black) and pure (A•T)-containing motifs (red). Sequence corresponds to the upstream (lowest genomic coordinates) repeat,
excluding any intervening sequence. Stem, sequence of predicted stem-loop cruciform structures. (B) For each upstream (lowest genomic coordinate) IR
sequence containing from zero to six C|G bases, the fraction of the total number of IR found in the left, middle and right sections was computed for the
translocation and Contr1 1-kb bins. The fractions obtained for Contr1 were subtracted from those obtained for the translocations and the differences
were plotted separately for each section. Negative values indicate overrepresentation of IR sequences in the control bins, whereas positive values indicate
overrepresentation in translocation bins. Data for the middle section (dark green) are distinguished from the left and right sections (cyan). (C) Top ten DR
sequences most frequently found in the left and middle sections of translocation breakpoints. Bars, fractions relative to all DR present in the respective
section. All sequences are (A•T)n mononucleotides, with n ranging from 15 to 30. X-axis, sequence composition of hg19 reference genome sequence, top
strand. (D) For DR, the fractions of mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, penta-, hexa- and >hexa-nucleotides were computed separately for the translocation left and
middle sections. Data plotted for the left section were subtracted from those of the middle section. Negative values indicate underrepresentation in the
middle section, and vice versa. (E) For DR found in either the left, middle or right sections of the translocation, deletion and Contr1 1-kb bins, the fraction
of tetra-nucleotides whose strand sequence composition contained only purines (or pyrimidines, i.e. R•Y tracts) relative to all tetra-nucleotides in the
respective section was computed and plotted. The green bar highlights the overrepresentation of R•Y-containing tetranucleotides in the middle section of
translocations. (F) For H-DNA, the fraction of repeats containing from zero to six C|G bases in the upstream (lower genomic coordinates) R•Y mirror
repeat unit (stem of putative triplex structures) was taken for the middle sections of translocation and deletion 1-kb bins and plotted as a function of C|G
occurrences. Note that a value of 0 refers to (A•T)n mononucleotide repeats and that C|G bases could be either contiguous or not. Mean, data for the
combined distributions. Pink and green backgrounds highlight the shift in overrepresentation occurring between 1 and 2 C|G.
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tary Table S2) and a concomitant decrease in R•Y stems
with ≥2 C•G bp (P-values 1.49 × 10−1–1.03 × 10−4; one-
sample Student’s t-tests; Figure 4F and Supplementary Ta-
ble S2). The opposite pattern was noted for the middle sec-
tion of translocations (Figure 4F), which was characterized
by the lowest fraction of (A•T)n-containing stems (0.29 ver-
sus 0.34 ± 0.01 for the other eight sections; P-value 3.34
× 10−5; one-sample Student’s t-test; Supplementary Table
S2) and the highest fractions of stems with ≥2 C•G bp (P-
values 6.27 × 10−1–1.26 × 10−5; one-sample Student’s t-
tests; Figure 4F and Supplementary Table S2). These results
are consistent with the DR data described above [(A•T)n-
containing tracts were retrieved by both DR and H-DNA
searches], and indicate that a significant proportion of dele-
tion breakpoints in cancer genomes occurred within a short
distance (±250 bp) of A-tracts.
Translocation breakpoints recur at PONDS-forming repeats
in different patients
Next, we asked if the co-localization of PONDS-forming
repeats with translocation breakpoints was sufficiently po-
tent to recur at or near the same genomic locations in differ-
ent individuals or tumor samples. In the Contr1 dataset, the
number of simulated breakpoints occurring within±250 bp
of any PONDS-forming repeat (its boundaries) increased
linearly from 72 to 4821 as the distance between any two
breakpoints increased from 500 to 50 kb, thereby confirm-
ing the random nature of the distribution (Figure 5A, in-
set). By contrast, in the translocation dataset, the number
of breakpoints occurring within ±250 bp of any PONDS-
forming repeat increased sharply from 721 to 3583 in the
range from 10 bp to 5 kb, and then followed a rate of in-
crease similar to that of the control dataset (Figure 5A, In-
set).
The initial sharp increase was not specific to the breaks
occurring near PONDS-forming sequences, since it was also
observed with those breakpoints located outside PONDS
regions, obtained by subtracting the breakpoints located
within ±250 bp of PONDS-forming repeats from the to-
tal number of breakpoints. However, the number of break-
points recurring within the shortest genomic interval ex-
amined (i.e. 10 bp) was greater near PONDS-forming re-
peats than in more distant regions (721 versus 349), and
also increased more rapidly (within short intervals, i.e. ≤50
bp) (Figure 5A, main panel). These data clearly reveal that
although cancer translocation breakpoints generally tend
to recur in different patients or tissue samples at specific
locations in the genome, recurrence is more frequent if a
PONDS-forming sequence is present in the vicinity. In other
words, PONDS-forming repeats appear to be sufficiently
potent in terms of inducing translocations that their impact
is evident from the recurrence of chromosomal breaks at
near-exact positions in different patient/tumor samples. As
revealed by comparison with the Contr1 set, this result is
most unlikely to be attributable to chance alone.
LINE-1 (L1) retrotransposition has been reported to be
an efficient process leading to genomic rearrangements,
although it has occasionally been difficult to distinguish
genomic translocation from L1 transduction events (50–
52). We assessed the extent to which L1 retrotransposi-
tion, rather than (or in conjunction with) PONDS-forming
motifs, might have been responsible for the recurrence of
translocation breakpoints. A total of 2349 translocation
breakpoints were present in the COSMIC dataset whose in-
dividual exemplarswerewithin 100 bp of one othermember,
1586 of which were within ±250 bp of a PONDS-forming
repeat (Figure 5B). For L1HS retrotransposon elements,
311 have been mapped in the reference human genome
(hg19); however, only in eight cases was the 3′-end close (±1
kb) to any of the 2349 ‘clustered’ translocation breakpoints
(sequences downstream of L1HS 3′-ends have been used to
identify transduction events (51); Figure 5B).
Despite this paucity, an L1HS source element located
at 22q12.1 (within intron 1 of the TTC28 gene) previously
noted for its strong transduction activity in cancer genomes
(50–54), was associated with the largest cluster of translo-
cation breakpoints, both in the COSMIC dataset (100 in-
stances) and in the set of breakpoints near PONDS-forming
repeats (43 instances; Figure 5B and C). In similar vein,
an intergenic L1HS source element located at Xp22.2 was
found to be in close proximity to three translocation clus-
ters, the third of which was the second largest cluster (23
instances) in both the COSMIC and PONDS-associated
datasets (Figure 5B and D). The remaining 6 L1HS ele-
ments were located near translocation clusters that were
larger than expected based on their count distribution (Fig-
ure 5E). With regard to the tissues in which these genomic
alterations occurred, cancers of the pancreas were found to
be particularly prominent (Figure 5F). No obvious feature,
including the presence of DNaseI hypersensitive elements,
transcription factor binding sites, intragenic versus inter-
genic location or PONDS-forming elements, appeared to
play a role in the observed association between L1HS ele-
ments and translocation clusters. We conclude that a very
small number of L1HS elements may be responsible for
at least some of the most common recurrent translocation
events present in the COSMICdataset. By contrast, the vast
majority of recurrent translocation breakpoints appear to
be related to the presence, in their immediate vicinity, of
PONDS-forming motifs, thereby further emphasizing our
general conclusion that repetitive sequences are highly likely
to be involved in inducing genomic instability in cancer
genomes.
DISCUSSION
PONDS form structural alternatives to B-form DNA and
often have key regulatory functions in DNA replication and
transcription (44,55). However, these DNA structures have
the potential to stimulate genetic instability that has not
yet been methodically examined by robust statistical anal-
yses. Our bioinformatics approach supports a physical as-
sociation between translocation and deletion breakpoints
in cancer genomes and sequences known to form alterna-
tive secondary DNA structures in vitro. To our knowledge,
this is the most comprehensive study of its kind performed
to date. Moreover, the results of the statistical tests ap-
plied are consistent with a strong association between the
presence of PONDS-forming repeats and the occurrence of
translocations and deletions in human cancer genomes. We
confirm that translocations, but not deletions, tend to oc-
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Figure 5. Clusters of translocation breakpoints occur near both PONDS-forming repeats and L1 retrotransposons. (A) Inset. Total number of breakpoints
(y-axis) located within 10 bp to 50 kb (x-axis) from one another. Black circles, subset of breakpoints within ±250 bp of a PONDS-forming repeat present
in the Contr1 dataset. Solid red circles, subset of breakpoints within ±250 bp of a PONDS-forming repeat present in the translocation dataset. Open red
circles, subset of breakpoints in the COSMIC dataset (total) left after the data from ‘solid red circles’ were subtracted.Main panel, same as inset displaying
clustered breakpoints separated by 10–100 bps. (B) Circos plot showing the two main clusters (distance separating any two breakpoints, ≤100 bps) of
recurrent translocation (note that rather than being translocations, these may be transductions) events in the COSMIC dataset involving the 3′-end tail
of two L1HS transposons, one at 22q12.1 (red links) and the other at Xp22.2 (blue links). Outer circle (green bars on pink background), the 2349 clustered
translocation breakpoints in the COSMIC dataset (distance separating any two breakpoints,≤100 bps); middle circle (orange bars on grey background), the
1586 clustered translocation breakpoints in the COSMIC dataset that are within ±250 bp of a PONDS-forming repeat; inner circle (black and red bars on
yellow background), the 311 full-length L1HS transposons mapped on to the hg19 reference human genome assembly; long red bars on thin cyan background,
the eight L1HS transposons with a 3′-end tail within ±1-kb of clustered translocation breakpoints. (C) Expansion of the genomic region containing the
largest (100 events) translocation cluster breakpoints in the COSMIC dataset (total) on 22q12.1. x-axis, 200 bp tick intervals highlighting (light blue) the
direction ofTCC28 gene transcription; vertical black bars, individual breakpoints; cyan box, L1HS 3′-end region; green box, zone of highest regionalDNaseI
hypersensitivity; red bars, numbers and sequences, location and sequence of PONDS-forming repeats. (D) Expansion of the genomic region containing the
second largest (23 events) translocation cluster breakpoints in the COSMIC dataset (total) on Xp22.2. Legends are as in panel C. (E) Plot displaying
the distribution of the number of breakpoint translocation clusters present in the COSMIC dataset (distance separating any two breakpoints, ≤100 bps;
y-axis) containing increasing numbers of events (x-axis). Orange, number of clusters found within ±1-kb of L1HS 3′-end tails and P-value obtained from
z-tests. Asterisks, z-test on combined single clusters with >4 events each. Upward and downward arrows signify over or underrepresentation, respectively.
(F) Fractions of the main cancer types represented in the full (total) COSMIC dataset (light gray) and in the major translocation breakpoint cluster on
22q12.1 (dark gray). UAT, upper aerodigestive tract.
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cur in GC-rich regions of the genome, even though the se-
quences of three of the five PONDS-forming repeats most
frequently found at translocation and deletion breakpoints
are highly, if not exclusively, AT-rich. These include (AT)n
dinucleotide repeats, (GAA)n trinucleotides and (GAAA)n
tetranucleotides at translocation breakpoints, andmononu-
cleotides [i.e. A-tracts] at deletion breakpoints. Further-
more, we show that translocations tend to recur at pre-
ferred genomic positions in different patients and patient
samples, irrespective of the tumor type, and that such recur-
rence is enhanced at positions at or near PONDS-forming
repeats. In the context of recurring breakpoints, our data
concur with earlier reports (50–54) that a very small num-
ber of L1HS retrotransposons may be highly active in in-
ducing transductions, which may then be incorrectly scored
as translocation events.
The two strongest associations were observed for the
co-occurrence of IR at translocation and deletion break-
points, with (AT)n dinucleotide repeats being most fre-
quently found at the sites of translocations. Co-localization
of genomic rearrangements in cancer with high densities
of the AT:AT dinucleotide step has been noted previously
for common fragile sites (34,35,38). The mechanisms that
render common fragile sites hubs for genomic instability in
cancer remain elusive; however, peaks of high flexibility and
prominent DNA secondary structures, which would be pre-
dicted to exacerbate difficulties in completing DNA repli-
cation within regions sparsely populated with replication
origins (56,57), and cleavage by structure-specific nucleases
(23), may play a role.
The extent of the reported relationship between DNA
flexibility and genomic instability is currently unclear be-
cause the ranking of flexible base-pair steps used in the ear-
lier analyses of common fragile sites (38,58–60) is inconsis-
tent with more recent findings (61–64). Indeed, early ther-
modynamic calculations of base-pair flexibility in the ab-
sence of phosphate backbones indicated that the AT•AT
dinucleotide step underwent the largest fluctuations in twist
angles (>25◦) and was therefore the point of greatest flexi-
bility in duplex DNA (60). However, more recent molecu-
lar dynamics determinations based on sugar puckering and
rotations around the / and / torsion angles suggest
that the CG•CG, CA•TG and TA•TA dinucleotide steps
constitute favorable hinges for global bending and twisting
under resting conditions, whereas AT•AT and GC•GC are
stiff points for deformation (61). Studies of DNA curvature
and flexibility at A-tracts also suggest that the pyrimidine-
purine dinucleotide steps represent flexible hinge points and
sites of DNA bending (62,63). Analyses of large sets of
DNAduplexes by solutionNMRand x-ray diffraction data
aimed at evaluating backbone conversion between the BI
(angles  –  <0◦) and BII (angles  –  >0◦) states as amea-
sure of flexibility, also indicate that the AT:AT dinucleotide
is least flexible (score of 0), whereas the CG:CG, CA:TG
and GG:CC dinucleotides are the most flexible (scores of
43, 42 and 42, respectively) (64).
Thus, we propose that the observed association of (AT)n
repeats with translocation breakpoints arises from the
propensity of such sequences to fold into intramolecu-
lar hairpin and cruciform structures, rather than from
their intrinsically high flexibility, although a contribu-
tion from low thermal stability and duplex destabiliza-
tion cannot be excluded (65). An unbiased analysis of the
potential of overlapping 300-bp windows along chromo-
some 10 to fold into looped-out secondary DNA struc-
tures revealed a direct correlation between low nega-
tive free energy values (i.e. stable secondary structure
prediction) and aphidicolin-induced common fragile sites
(39). Importantly, the regions of low free energy values
were predominantly GC-rich and overlapped with genes
known to undergo rearrangements (deletion and amplifi-
cation) in several cancer types (39). A role for cruciform-
forming AT-rich repeats in stimulating chromosomal
breaks has also been suggested for several constitutional
translocations, including the recurrent t(11;22)(q23;q11.2),
t(17;22)(q11.2;q11.2), and t(8;22)(q24.1;q11.2), the non-
recurrent t(4;22)(q35.1;q11.2) and t(1;22)(p21.1;q11.2) (66);
the t(8;22)(q24.13;q11.2) (67), the t(3;8)(p14.2;q24.2) asso-
ciated with inherited predisposition to renal cell carcinoma
(68), deletions and t(17;22)(q11.2;q11.2) translocations of
the NF1 gene causing neurofibromatosis type I (69–71),
and a balanced t(8;22)(q24.13;q11.2) translocation that dis-
rupted the TRC8 tumor-suppressor gene and was associ-
ated with dysgerminoma (72). Sequence resolution of rear-
rangement breakpoints in specific inherited human diseases
(73), in targeted reporter systems in cell culture (23), mouse
(74,75), yeast (23,76,77), and during evolutionary diversi-
fication in fungi (78), also supports the conclusion that the
genomic instability promoted by IR is due to their tendency
to fold into hairpin and cruciform structures.
The next strongest correlation was found in relation to
the presence of H-DNA forming-repeats at translocation
breakpoints, with (GAA)n and (GAAA)nmicrosatellites be-
ing themost overrepresented. Studies of the structural prop-
erties of the (GAA)n trinucleotide repeat have been moti-
vated in part by its relevance to Friedreich ataxia, a reces-
sively inherited neurological disorder caused by a (GAA)n
expansion in the first intron of the FXN gene (79). At
the lengths relevant to our study, n < 17, (GAA)n repeats
have been shown by multiple techniques, including chemi-
cal and enzymatic probing (80–83), 2D-gel electrophoresis
(80,81), atomic force microscopy (80), UV melting (82,84),
CD spectra (84), positive-ion electrospray mass spectrome-
try (85) and high-resolution NMR (82,86), to adopt both
of the possible triplex conformers, i.e. the R:R•Y (: de-
notes Hoogsteen pairing; • denotes Watson-Crick pairing)
and the Y:R•Y conformers. The (GAAA)n repeat is also ex-
pected to form triplex DNA, and both types of repeat share
additional features, including the ability to form parallel
duplex DNA, and highly structured helices via the purine-
rich single-strands due to strong stacking interactions (87).
Hence, (GAA)n repeats have been found to represent im-
pediments to transcription owing to the formation of re-
combinogenic R-loops, stable RNA:DNA hybrids caused
by the persistent association of the nascent RNA with the
template DNA strand (88).
Direct repeats, and in particular A-tracts, displayed the
strongest association with deletion breakpoints. A-tracts
possess unique structural determinants, including the gen-
eration of static bending (89–91), a high degree of stiffness
imparted by water coordination along the minor groove
(92,93), directional narrowing of the minor groove (94,95),
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and flexible junctions, which appear to have been responsi-
ble for generating preferred sites for short (<200 bp) indels
in the human population (95). A-tracts may form slipped
structures as a result of misalignment during replication or
transcription, as well as triplex DNA. However, we suggest
that the association of A-tracts with deletion breakpoints
in cancer genomes is likely to reflect the propensity of base-
pairs flanking duplex A-tracts to break as a result of their
intrinsic high flexibility (95), rather than by the formation of
slipped and triplex DNA, although such structure-forming
sequences are known to stimulate genetic instability via the
formation of DSBs, resulting in deletions, rearrangements
and/or translocations (23–28).
That distinct types of repeat motifs were associated
with either translocation [(AT)n and (GAA)n/(GAAA)n re-
peats] or deletion [A-tracts] breakpoints raises the ques-
tion as to whether these sequences may influence down-
stream repair events in addition to increasing the frequency
of DNA breakage. Cruciforms have been shown to repre-
sent substrates for endonucleases, including XRCC1/XPF
(23) and GEN1 (28,96), whereas the high number of A-
tracts genome-wide provides an opportunity for frequent
homology-mediated repair and high rates of oxidative dam-
age at the flexible hinges (95). Hence, it is possible that
‘clean’ ends generated by endonuclease cleavage might be
preferred substrates for translocation events (97) at IR,
whereas end-processing of ‘un-ligatable’ ends and microho-
mologymight yield predominantly deletions at A-tracts (2).
Our results strengthen previous conclusions (41) that
G4-DNA motifs are significantly associated with translo-
cation breakpoints in cancer genomes, and extend their
association to deletion breakpoints. Finally, translocation
but not deletion breakpoints occurred at a significantly
high frequency near Z-DNA-forming repeats, although the
strength of the association was weakest among all PONDS-
forming repeats. For G4-DNA and Z-DNA, the associ-
ation is expected to arise in part from their propensity
to form quadruplex and left-handed Z-DNA, respectively
(44). In addition, a number of Z-DNA-forming (CA)n re-
peats may trigger genomic instability by promoting ectopic
V(D)J recombination. For example, the sequencing of dele-
tion breakpoints in acute lymphoblastic leukemia has iden-
tified a recurrent hotspot in the CDKN2A gene on chro-
mosome 9p21, also referred to as BCS-LL2, at a (CA)n re-
peat ending with 5′-CACAGTA-3′, which is very similar to
the consensus heptamer V(D)J recognition signal sequence
(5′CACAGTG-3′) (42,98,99).Whether left-handed Z-DNA
stimulates recombination at such hybrid sites remains to be
determined.
Factors that determine DNA breakage and their ob-
served frequency in cancer genomes probably interact com-
binatorially, and include DNA sequence (RAG1/2 sub-
strates, CpG islands, CpG methylation, Alu elements, frag-
ile sites, secondary structures), physical torsional stress,
chromatin structure and histone modification (transcrip-
tion, H3K4 methylation) [reviewed in (34)]. However, at-
tempts to determine the relative contribution of each fac-
tor have been few. H3K4methylation alone has been shown
to induce a net 0.2–0.3% increase in NPM1/ALK translo-
cation upon ionizing radiation in anaplastic large cell lym-
phoma cells (100), a considerable effect displayed by a single
factor. Here, we find that ∼5% of control sites overlapped
with a PONDS-forming sequence, as opposed to ∼10% for
translocation breakpoints (Figure 1), suggesting that such
repeats may have contributed up to 5% of DNA break-
age events leading to translocations in these tumor samples.
This contribution is likely to be an underestimate since re-
arrangements in highly repetitive regions of the genome are
currently unmappable.
Overall, our large-scale retrospective study suggests that
the association between PONDS-forming repeats and chro-
mosomal rearrangements in cancer genomes arises from
structural and physical components that are characteristics
of both the entire set of repeats as well as those of individual
types of sequence motif, such as A-tracts. DNA secondary
structures are known for their ability to create topological
barriers to replication and transcription, and to trigger a
DNA damage response as a result of strand breaks that de-
rive from arrested replication forks and/or from aberrant
repair processing, often resulting from head-on collisions
between transcription and replication (21). The link be-
tween topological conflicts and genomic instability has also
been suggested for GC-rich fragile sites in early replicating
regions associated with chromosomal rearrangements in B-
cell lymphoma, coinciding with highly transcribed and du-
plicated genes with convergent or divergent transcription
(20). Consistent with a role for non-B DNA in inducing
genetic instability during DNA replication and transcrip-
tion, a yeast screen for single-gene deletion mutants that
exacerbate gross chromosomal rearrangements induced by
(GAA)n repeats, revealed several candidates comprising
the replisome core (Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2, Sae2), repair of
stalled replication forks (Rad27, Rtt101-Mms1-Mms22),
replication-pausing checkpoint surveillance (Tof1-Csm3-
Mrc1) and transcription initiation (TFIIA,B,D,F) (101). In
addition to conflicts between replication and transcription,
strand breaks and the ensuing genomic instability have also
been shown to arise from the cleavage of non-BDNA struc-
tures by repair enzymes, including mismatch repair and the
nucleotide excision repair (30,102).
R-loops, which as already mentioned may be generated
by certain motifs such as H-DNA andDR (88,101,103), are
increasingly being recognized as a source of genomic insta-
bility in cancer (104,105). An intriguing observation in the
context of persistent single-strand DNA during transcrip-
tion is the observation that the pyrimidine-rich strands of
synthetic triplexes function as effective baits for the pull-
down of transcription-associated splicing factors (106). If
the transcription-coupled splicing machinery were to en-
gage in stable interactions in the context ofR-loops, it might
stall the transcriptional apparatus and block an incoming
replication fork, thereby causing DSBs. Nevertheless, the
extent of these effects in the rearrangement datasets exam-
ined here appears to be minor, since there is no apparent in-
crease of breakpoints at transcribed regions genome-wide
(Supplementary Figure S1A).
Strand breaks are additionally generated by oxidation re-
actions (107), which are expected to occur at higher rates
within certain types of repeat motif as a result of sequence
context-dependency effects. These effects include a lower-
ing of the energy required to abstract an electron from the
guanine residues at (GAA)n, (GAAA)n and G4-DNA mo-
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tifs as a result of electron delocalization (108,109), and high
flexibilities at A-tract (95) and Z-DNA junctions (110,111).
On the other hand, the implied impact of PONDS on ge-
nomic instability also has implications for the key repair-
independent functions of Fanconi anemia, RAD51, and
BRCA1/2 proteins in protecting stalled replication forks
fromdegradation byMRE11 and other nucleases (112,113),
as fork stalling is likely to be PONDS-related. While pro-
viding firm evidence that PONDS-forming repeats promote
genomic rearrangements in cancer genomes, our study also
raises several new questions, one of the most intriguing be-
ing that most identified motifs are more strongly associated
with translocation rather than with deletion breakpoints.
Whether this bias originates from a choice in the repair
pathways acting on stalled forks, the recognition of DNA
secondary structures by repair proteins, the processing ofR-
loops during transcription, the repair of oxidative lesions,
failed fork protection or other hitherto unidentified factors,
will be important to elucidate.
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